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ABOUT THE BOOK
After a vampire bat bites a giraffe in the zoo, the giraffe wakes up to discover that he can fly. Other 
things have changed for him, too. Hanging out (quite literally) in a cave with bats is hard enough, but 
when he hears what’s for dinner “poor Giracula’s stomach began to feel queasy. Simply thinking of 
blood always made him uneasy.” He wanders into town and finds the bakery; he’s always had a sweet 
tooth. Giracula devours everything in the shop and goes back for more. How a smart little girl figures 
things out leads to a happy and satisfying ending for Giracula and young readers and listeners alike.

The pure silliness of the story, the infectious rhyming, and the clever illustrations are sure to please 
your kindergarten through second-grade students. You’ll find plenty of teaching moments embedded 
in the story – from lessons in rhyming, visual literacy, animals, healthy eating, vocabulary and more.  

This guide will help you take advantage of these opportunities. 

USING THIS GUIDE
This guide features activities that target national 
education standards in a variety of subjects.  
Each activity lists which standards it meets:

Art: Cooperative Learning

Language Arts: Reading Comprehension, 
Critical Thinking, Speaking and Listening, 
Cooperative Learning

Science: Animals and Behavior, Library Skills, 
Cooperative Learning
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FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONS
LANGUAGE ARTS: READING COMPREHENSION,  
CRITICAL THINKING
 l   What happened to the giraffe that changed  

  him into a creepy, kooky creature?  
l   What about the giraffe changes?

	 l    Where did the giraffe find snacks? What did he eat?
	 l What do bats eat? What does the giraffe think of that?
	 l   What did the townspeople believe was dripping  

  from Giracula’s mouth?
	 l Why did the author name the giraffe Giracula?

DISCUSSION TOPICS
LANGUAGE ARTS: READING COMPREHENSION, CRITICAL THINKING

            “Giracula sniffed and stuck out his blue tongue.
            He’d had a real sweet tooth since he was quite young.”

1. “SWEET TOOTH” IS AN IDIOM, a colorful way of saying that someone likes to eat candy and 
cookies and sugary treats. Ask your students if any of them has a “sweet tooth.” What other idioms 
does your class know? Have they heard of “crocodile tears?” Give your class a homework assignment to 
ask their parents, older siblings, neighbors, and friends for other such idioms. Discuss each idiom the 
children bring in. Some may be from other countries and cultures. If you like, extend the discussion by 
creating a classroom “dictionary of idioms.” Children can illustrate each entry. 

2. WHAT DO YOUR STUDENTS THINK ABOUT THE RESOLUTION OF GIRACULA’S PROBLEM?    
See if they can come up with other ways this book could have ended. Could the baker have done 
something? Could other giraffes have stepped in some way? Give the children a chance to exercise 
their imaginations.
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ACTIVITIES
LANGUAGE ARTS: VOCABULARY

1. READ GIRACULA A SECOND TIME TO YOUR STUDENTS.  
Now that they know the story, they can focus on the language.  
Students should raise their hands every time you read a word they are  
not familiar with. Keep a running list of those words. Help them  
understand their meanings. Students should write sentences for each word.

To get them started, here are five words from Giracula that might be  
new to them:  

   l Lore
	 l Howling
	 l Bonkers
	 l Dastardly
	 l  Disheartened

SCIENCE: ANIMALS, ANIMAL CHARACTERISTICS

ART: COOPERATIVE LEARNING

2. ASK YOUR STUDENTS TO NAME SOME OF THE ANIMALS THEY’VE SEEN AT THE ZOO.  
Write their responses on the board for a list of 10-12. Assign each child one of the animals. Then 
have each create a two-page booklet. On the cover page, they can paste a photo or draw a picture 
of their animal. Under it, they should write: THE THING ABOUT A ________ (name the animal) IS:

On the third page of the booklet, they should tell one major defining characteristic of the animal. 
For a giraffe, as an example, the defining characteristic is that it has a long neck.
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LANGUAGE ARTS: READING 

SCIENCE: ANIMALS AND BEHAVIOR, LIBRARY SKILLS, 
COOPERATIVE LEARNING

3. DIVIDE THE CLASS INTO TEAMS OF FOUR. 
Assign an animal to each team. The team must research 3-5 
characteristics of their animal — for example, what food 
they eat; where they live; what the males, females, and babies 
are called; how they move, etc. If you can arrange for a class visit 
to the school or local public library, the librarian might prepare 
some resources for them — books, photos, magazines, videos, 
and on-line websites.

LANGUAGE ARTS: RHYMING, SPEAKING AND LISTENING

4. EACH STANZA IN GIRACULA HAS A SIMPLE RHYME SCHEME 
WITH A RHYMING PAIR. As a class, have your students make a list of 
all the rhyming pairs. Then each child should come up with at least 
five more rhyming pairs of his/her own. The students should share 
their rhyming pairs by reading them aloud to the class.

This guide was created by Clifford Wohl,  
Educational Consultant


